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Abstract - In this paper we present the comparison of the
linguistic networks from literature and blog texts. The
linguistic networks are constructed from texts as directed
and weighted co-occurrence networks of words. Words are
nodes and links are established between two nodes if they
are directly co-occurring within the sentence. The
comparison of the networks structure is performed at global
level (network) in terms of: average node degree, average
shortest path length, diameter, clustering coefficient, density
and number of components. Furthermore, we perform
analysis on the local level (node) by comparing the rank
plots of in and out degree, strength and selectivity. The
selectivity-based results point out that there are differences
between the structure of the networks constructed from
literature and blogs.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The representation and analysis of written texts in
terms of graphs and complex networks offers an
alternative approach for studying the language with
different applications in the domain of natural language
processing (NLP). Various types of linguistic networks
have already been studied: syntax networks [1,2],
semantic networks [3], phonological networks [4],
syllable networks [5,6], word co-occurrence networks [719]. In [3,20,21] a systematic methodological overview of
linguistic complex networks principles is presented.
Recently, linguistic co-occurrence networks have been
intensively studied in order to analyse the structure of the
language [7-19].
As the networks incorporate associations between
words and concepts, their structure, quantified by global
and local network measures [22], such as clustering
coefficient, shortest path, diameter, density, node degree,
can provide information on some properties of the text.
The motivation of our research was to find which network
measures are sensitive on different texts categories.
In our previous research [8, 9] we showed the
advantages of using a directed and weighted cooccurrence network as the model to capture the structure
of a text. In this work we study global and local network
measures for the networks constructed from different
categories of texts. In particular, at the local level, we
applied the node selectivity measure in order to examine if
it is sensitive on different styles of texts. Node selectivity
is defined as the average weight distribution on the links
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of the single node [10]. Therefore, in our approach we
constructed directed and weighted co-occurrence networks
from different texts: 4 books and 4 blogs. We compare
global and local network measures for book-blog network
pairs.
In the second section we present the overview of
related work. In the third section we present key measures
of complex networks. In the fourth section the data and
network construction techniques are presented. In the fifth
section we present the results. In the last section we
elaborate on the obtained data and provide concluding
remarks.
II.

RELATED WORK

Ferrer i Cancho and Solé in [11] first showed that the
co-occurrence networks have a small average path length,
a high clustering coefficient, and a two-regime power law
degree distribution; the network exhibits small-world and
scale-free properties. Drogotsev and Mendes [12] used cooccurrence networks to study language as a selforganising network of interacting words. Masucci and
Rodgers in [13] investigated the co-occurrence network
topology of Orwell’s ‘1984’ focusing on the local
properties: nearest neighbours and the clustering
coefficient. Furthermore, in [10] they introduced the node
selectivity measure that can distinguish the difference
between normal and randomised text. Liu and Cong [14]
constructed co-occurrence networks from text in different
languages and used complex network parameters for the
classification (hierarchical clustering) of 14 languages,
where Croatian was amongst 12 Slavic.
Different applications of linguistic network analysis in
NLP includes: evaluation of language complexity [15],
automatic summarisation [16] and evaluation of machine
translation [17], authorship attribution [18] and text
quality analysis [19].
Costa et al. [15] studied the relationship between the
topology of network and complexity of the text. They
studied texts with different levels of simplification in cooccurrence networks and found that topological regularity
correlated
negatively
with
textual
complexity.
Furthermore, they showed that strength, shortest path,
diversity and hierarchical measures can make a distinction
between normal text and simplified text. In [16] the
authors describe a method that uses complex networks
concepts for the summarisation task. In [17] several
metrics from complex networks are exploited in order to

evaluate the quality of translations. The best distinctions
were obtained with the out-degree, in-degree, minimum
path and cluster coefficient. In [18] authors investigate the
correlation between the properties of networks and author
characteristics. It is shown that the networks produced for
each author are sensitive to specific features, which
indicates that complex networks can capture author
characteristics and, therefore, could be used for the
authorship identification. In [19] authors investigate the
possibility of automated evaluation of text quality using
topological
measurements
extracted
from
the
corresponding complex networks. All the measures are
correlated with grades assigned by human experts. It is
shown that out-degree, clustering coefficient and deviation
from linear dynamics in the network growth are correlated
with the text quality.
However, there are no comprehensive studies focused
on finding network measures that are sensitive to different
text categories. Our work is the first attempt to analyse
which network measures can differentiate between
literature and blog networks.
III.

(4)
The clustering coefficient is a measure which defines
the presence of connections between the nearest
neighbours of a node. And so, ci (clustering coefficient) of
a node is a fraction between the number of edges Ei that
exist between that ki and the total possible number:

(5)
The average clustering of a network is defined as the
average value of the clustering coefficients of all nodes in
a network:

(6)
Density of network is a measure of network cohesion
defined as the number of observed relationships divided
by the number of possible relationships:

THE NETWORK STRUCTURE ANALYSIS

This section contains explanations of network-based
measures [22, 10] that are used in our approach for the
comparison of two categories of language networks.
Every network has an N number of nodes and K
number of links. Considering the fact that our networks
are weighted every link connecting two nodes has an
associated weight.The degree of a node i is the number of
links with which the node is connected, ki. In the case of
the directed network, there are two kinds of the degree:
the in-degree, kiin corresponding to the number of
incoming links and the out-degree, kiout equal to the
number of outgoing links. The average degree of the
network is:

(1)
For every two connected nodes i and j, the number of
connections lying on the path between them is represented
as dij, and so di is the average distance of a node i from all
other nodes, and it’s obtained by:

(2)
For the next two measures, if a network contains more
than one component, we consider the largest component.
The average shortest path length between every two nodes
in network is:

(3)
and the maximum distance results in the network
diameter, D:

(7)
Strength of the node i is the number of its outgoing
and incoming links (sum of its weights). For the directed
networks the in-strength and the out-strength are defined:

(8)
The node selectivity measure can capture the effective
distribution of numbers in the weighted adjacency matrix,
and it is obtained as a ratio of (out/in-) node strength and
its (out/in-) degree:

(9)
All presented measures are standard network measures
usually used for network structure analysis, except the
node selectivity measure which is introduced in [10] as the
measure that can differentiate between networks based on
normal and randomized texts. According to these results,
we expected that node selectivity may be potentially
important for the text categories differentiation and
include it in the set of standard network measures.
In order to illustrate the relationships between node
degree, node strength (which are the standard local
network measures) and node selectivity, we constructed a
small network of seven nodes presented in Figure 1.
Additionally, Table 1 contains values of in-degree,
out-degree, in-strength, out-strength and in-selectivity and
out-selectivity for all seven nodes in the network
presented in Figure 1.

The blogs are: Index.hr, Slobodna Dalmacija, Narodne
novine and Gospodarski list (daily newspaper portal, or
business portal). The feature which prompted us to do the
comparison is the linguistic distinction between book and
blog. Books are written in formal language, standard
expressions and phrases are used, whilst blogs are mostly
written in a casual mode, with the use of slang, the
shortenings of the words or mistakes in syntax. Books
come in different sizes and so we compared them with the
approximately same sized blog (with the same number of
different words), which means we had 4 book-blog pairs
for comparison. The sizes of books and blogs in number
of total words are shown in the first row of Table 2, while
the numbers of different words are presented in the second
row (as the number of nodes).
B. The construction of co-occurrence networks
We used Python and the NetworkX software package
developed for the creation, manipulation, and study of the
structure, dynamics, and functions of complex networks
[23].
The first step in creating networks was text “cleaning”:
normalising symbols for Croatian diacritics (č, ć, ž, đ, and
š), removing special symbols and removing punctuation
which does not mark the end of a sentence. We created 8
networks, weighted and directed. Nodes are words that are
linked if they are direct neighbours in a sentence. The next
step was creating the networks as weighted edgelists,
which contain all the pairs of connected words and their
weights (the number of connections between two same
words).

Figure 1 Weighted and directed co-occurrence network of
seven nodes, created from the short text below

TABLE 1 -

VALUES OF IN/OUT

- DEGREE, STRENGTH AND

SELECTIVITY

NODE

kin

kout

i
do
will
want
know
go
be

1
1
1
2
1
1
1

4
2
1
0
0
0
0

IV.

win

wout

sin

sout

1
3
2
2
1
1
1

7
2
1
0
0
0
0

1
3
2
1
1
1
1

1,75
1
1
0
0
0
0

V.

RESULTS

In this section we present the results of our measuring
described in section 2, such as average degree <k>,
average path distance L, diameter D, and the average
clustering coefficient C, density d, node strength si and
node selectivity ei.
In Table 2 we present the estimated global network
measures. There are certain differences between measures
for book-blog network pairs, but there is no uniform rule
that may be used to differentiate these two styles of
writing.

NETWORK CONSTRUCTION

A. Data
Our corpus contains 4 books written or translated into
the Croatian language, and 4 blog texts written in Croatian
language. The books are: Picture of Dorian Gray,
Bones,The Return of Philip Latinowicz and Mama Leone.

TABLE 2 - THE COMPARISON OF NETWORK MEASURES FOR BOOK-BLOG NETWORK PAIRS
Text
Bones

Measure

Gospodarski
list

Mama
Leone

Narodne
novine

Picture of
Dorian
Gray

Index.hr

Return of
Phillip
Latinowicz

Slobodna
Dalmacija

Number of different
words

191 986

199 417

85 347

146 731

75 099

118 548

28 137

44 367

Number of nodes (N)

27396

27727

13067

13036

15631

15065

9531

9553

Number of edges (K)

102052

105171

49383

55661

46201

28972

21760

25155

Average degree (<k>)

7,45

7,58

7,56

8,54

3,88

3,85

4,57

5,27

Avg. shortest path (L)

3,21

3,28

3,11

3,17

3,45

3,45

3,59

3,56

10

21

10

12

14

22

16

13

0,25

0,22

0,29

0,22

0,18

0,016

0,15

0,17

0,0002

-

0,00056

0,00066

0,0004

0,0002

0,00048

0,00055

15

7

1

2

1

45

5

3

Diameter (D)
Average clustering
coefficient (C)
Density (d)
No. of connected
components

Furthermore, we compare networks on the node-level
using degree, strength and selectivity measures. For the
purpose of comparison we used rank plots. The in/outdegree rank function represents the relationship function
between the rank and the in/out-degree of the degree
sequence of all nodes sorted in decreasing order.
Similarly, the in/out-strength rank plot and the in/outselectivity rank plot are defined.
Figure 2 represents the results of the comparisons of
the in-degree rank plot and the out-degree rank plot for
one book-blog network pair.

The plots do not show significant difference for the indegree nor for the out-degree rank plots between bookblog network pair. We also experimented with additional
three book-blog pairs and we obtained similar results (not
reported here due to limited space).
The results of the comparisons of the in/out-strength
rank plot for the same book-blog network pair are shown
in Figure 3. Again, there is no difference except some
small deviation that can be noticed in the plot, but we
cannot conclude that in/out-strength distinguish books
from blogs.

Figure 2 in-degree and out-degree rank plots

Figure 3 in-strength and out-strength rank plots
s

The selectivity rank plots are shown in Figure 4 (inselectivity) and in Figure 5 (out-selectivity). The results
show that there are differences in selectivity rank plots
between networks constructed from books and networks
constructed from blogs for all 4 book-blog network pairs.
In general, all in/out-selectivity values are lower for
books than for blogs. We disregarded nodes with zero
values of degree because it causes the division by zero (in
total 4% of nodes).

VI.

CONCLUSION

In this work we analysed which complex network
measures can distinguish between different texts
categories: literature and blogs.
Our results indicate that global network measures are
not precise enough to capture the structural differences
between networks constructed from different text
categories. Even the compared in/out- degree rank plots
and in/out- strength rank plots on the local level do not
clearly show the differences. However, in-selectivity and
out-selectivity rank plots indicate that there are structural

Figure 4 in-selectivity rank plots for 4 book-blog network pairs

differences between networks constructed from books
Figure 5 out-selectivity rank plots for 4 book-blog network pairs

and networks constructed from blogs. The values of inand out- node selectivity measure are higher for networks
generated from blogs than for networks generated from
books. The node selectivity based measures are the only
measures from the set of tested measures that can capture
the structural differences between two classes of
networks.
The presented approach should be extended with
examination of other network measures that depend on
the strength, degree and link direction in combination
with other measures such as clustering coefficient. For
future work we will test the broader set of measures on
various categories of texts. We plan to include forum
comments, texts from Wikipedia, poems and other genres
of literature in our corpus. Obtained results encourage us
to investigate the complex network properties for text
classification, text evaluation or even text quality
assessment.
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